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J. Bolyai and the Appendix 
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SOME BREAKTHROUGHS OF J. BOLYAI 

✓ Appendix: absolute geometry (Euclidean and non-Euclidean)

✓ Theorems, that can be proven without reference to the Parallel Postulate

✓ Unified presentation of theorems on the Euclidean and hyperbolic plane

✓ Last part of Appendix: Squaring a circle

✓ Solves this ancient problem in the non-Eucledian case

✓ Conjecture: Circle can be squared iff geometry is non-Euclidean

✓ Gives a spatial (non-Euclidean) construction on how to trisect an angle

✓ Describes complex numbers as ordered pairs of real numbers

✓ Discoveres pseudoprimes

✓ Raumlehre: lays the foundations of topology

✓ Proves that higher (n>4) order equations have no algebraic solution

✓ Maximalist, text as succint as possible

✓ Introduces the concept of geometrization of physics

✓ Discovers a connection between gravitation and curvature of space



Physicist, professor emeritus at Babes-Bolyai University, 

Brief summary from Wikipedia and MTA.hu

• https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%A1bos_Zolt%C3%A1n

• https://mta.hu/koztestuleti_tagok?PersonId=19044

Born in Bánffyhunyad, passed away in Kolozsvár

Citizenship: Romanian, nationality: Hungarian

Decorations:

Bolyai-prize of  „Korunk” (1982)

Arany, János prize for Research in Science (2005)

Commander’s Cross, Hungarian Order of Merit (2010)

Károly Simonyi prize (2011)

Could not make it to BGL 2017 in Hungary due to final illness

GÁBOS, Zoltán (1924 - 2018) 

Basis of this talk: my last communication with professor Gábos in 2017

https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%A1bos_Zolt%C3%A1n
https://mta.hu/koztestuleti_tagok?PersonId=19044


Last paper of professor GÁBOS, Zoltán 

as far as I know



MY LAST COMMUNICATION WITH PROF. GÁBOS 



Translation of Z. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Zoltán Gábos:
János Bolyai, pioneer of the new theory of gravitation

János Bolyai played a pioneering role in going beyond the Newtonian 
theory of gravitation, by pointing to the direction further progress
and by giving a new tool (a new theory of space) to the hands of 

physicists that was a good first step towards the modern (geometric) 
theory of gravitation.

Highlights and translation
by T. Csörgő, 2024 



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Zoltán Gábos:
János Bolyai, pioneer of the new theory of gravitation

The father of János Bolyai, called Farkas Bolyai published an 
ingenious hypothesis in his book Tentamen, suggesting that some
perturbations of the motions of planets can be explained only by

non-Eucledian geometry. This became later a theorem, related to the
43”/100 year anomaly in the perihelium motion of Mercure.



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Zoltán Gábos:
János Bolyai, pioneer of the new theory of gravitation

János Bolyai made a further step. He claimed that there is a close, 
and inseparable connection between geometry and gravitation, a 

statement that is frequently quoted these days:
It seems that the law of gravitation is closely, continuously

connected with the structure of space. 
Based on this insight, J. Bolyai proposed to create a new, non-

Newtonian mechanics, but he could not realize this programme with
the tools available at that time. However, he proposed a new, non-

Newtonian law for gravitation.



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Formula (3) was Bolyai’s 1835 proposal to replace (1) by Newton.
This proposal was found in his handwritten heritage and published

only in 1903 by P. Stackel. In the mean time W. Killing published the
same proposal in 1885, so it is known in the literature of science

history by Killing’s name so far. 



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Formula (3) was also published by Lobachevsky in Kazan in 1835, as
noted also by P. Stackel. Proposal by professor Gábos: rename the

formula as Bolyai-Lobachevsky law. Consideration by T. Cs:
Bolyai-Lobachevsky-Killing law.



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Formula (5) follows from Bolyai’s work, but it was not written up by
him, due to his isolation and his being unaware about Gauss’s work

on locally curved spaces. However, Bolyai stressed the importance to
measure the universal constant „k” and the importance of including

Eucledian geometry as a special limit of „k”. 



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Bolyai’s emphasis on the importance of determining the curvature constant 
„k”,  called by him „the natural scale of length” can be considered as an 

important building block of the modern theory of gravitation, that may have
an application/extension, using two steps. 

The first step is to go to 3 spatial dimensions (using Beltrami’s method) .



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

The second step is to go to 3+1 dimension or space-time formulation,
using Einstein’s equation to determine f(r).

The cosmological constant is denoted by L.  



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

In the special case when the curvature is caused by L,
f(r) is solved by eq. (16) and finally using (18),

the well-known metric of anti de Sitter spacetime is obtained.  



Translation of prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:

Three important consequences:

- The metric of Bolyai and Lobachevsky can be embedded
into Einstein’s theory of gravitation

- The natural unit of length „k” of Bolyai coincides with the constant of 
de Sitter and is related to the cosmological constant L,

- If we accept the value of L = 10-32 m-2, 
the value of k turns out to be 1.73x 1026 m, a cosmological scale.
Cannot be obtained based on measurements in the solar System 

(cca 3 lightyears, or cca 3x1016 m) 

Note by the translator:
An open access, online Bolyai archive would be great to

look for formulae like (3) and (5)



Einstein-Friedmann equations from

prof. GÁBOS’s last paper:



Thank you for your attention! 

Questions? 

Note by the translator:
Professor Zoltán Gábos’s last paper is summarized in 

this talk, but his full manuscript is yet to be translated
from Hungarian to English.



BOLYAI JÁNOS AND THE S-REFLEX 
SEMMELWEIS (S)-REFLEX CASE OF JÁNOS BOLYAI

NEW OBSERVATIONS, FACTS
New geometry can be constructed based on the negation of the axiom
of parallels.  „Out of nothing, another, new world I staged. – J. Bolyai”

COULD NOT FIT TO 
FRAMEWORK/PARADIGM OF HIS AGE

IF THIS IS TRUE,  then mathematicians of his age did not find the
correct path. Gauss: dangerous topic, „I did not dare to write this up.”

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN RESULT 
(in a sense of statistical proof)

APPENDIX (the only publication of Bolyai). Gauss, the leading
mathematician of that age, did not acknowledge the priority of Bolyai.

PROGRESSIVE RESEARCHERS, 
who attempt to prove the result

Bolyai’s goal is the exploration of the new geometry

REJECTED WITHOUT DETAILED 
INVESTIGATION – by orthodox scientists

Goal of Gauss  was to cultivate mathematics –
and to keep the status quo

BASED ON FIXED NORMS and BELIEFS
2500 years old Euklidean geometry: considered without alternative. 
After Bolyai, only part of a broader picture, the absolute geometry.

PERSECUTION: MOCKERY, 
BULLYING/THREAT, LOOSING OF JOB, 
OUTRAGE, DEATH

Was ridiculed and laughed at, beyond his back. He was not
understood, but he tolerated that patiently. Retired from military 
engineering service at a young (31 years old) age.  At death, he was
57 years old. On death certificate: „What a pity that his great talent
was buried without utilization.”

MINIMAL HELP REQUEST REJECTED by
orthodox scientists

János Bolyai never had a job as a mathematician. Self-published
Appendix at the cost of 1/3rd of his annual income. Gauss never
invited him, not discussed with him.

OFFICIAL PROTOCOLS EMPHASIZED
His only publication was published as the Appendix of his father’s book. 
His only proposal, the Responsio was not understood and got rejected.

NEW CRITERIA: UNWORTHY BURIAL, 
FOLLOWED BY MAJESTIC REBURIAL(s) 

Buried to an unmarked grave, in the ex officio presence of only two
military colleagues. Neither family members, nor colleagues were
present. Later, re-buried ceremoniously, to the grave of his father. 


